
Mentor 600 is the most comprehensive online training 
available in Documentary Credits and UCP 600.
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Do your staff have the necessary skills for your documentary credit operations?
                  Completing Mentor 600 has increased her confidence and knowledge and her work has 
                     become more professional as a result. 
                  Trade Services Manager, USA

Are your staff trained consistently to an ICC approved Standard?
                  Mentor 600 makes understanding letters of credit easy and allows me to follow the 
                     progress of each member of my team.
                     Tom Richardson, Sr. Trade Regulatory Specialist, USA
  
Can Mentor 600 help to improve your documentary credit training? 
                  The classroom and paper-based training that Mentor 600 has replaced took a good solid 
                     month to complete, now it is completed in under two weeks. So, there has been an 
                     improvement of 50% in training times.
                     Training Manager, USA

UCP 600 online training

ASSESSMENT
A comprehensive assessment is provided so users can test their knowledge 
of UCP 600 and Documentary Credits.

ICC CERTIFICATE
Each trainee receives a personalised ICC certificate detailing their results.

MANAGEMENT CONSOLE
Allocate access to your staff as and when you wish and keep track of 
progress and results.

PRICING
Courses start at 300 Euros per trainee.

CONTACT
E-mail: info@coastlinesolutions.com or 
Telephone +353 1 235 2166  to discuss your training requirements. 

www.coastlinesolutions.com

Mentor 600 represents over 12 hours of online instruction and training in 
UCP 600, the rules governing the operation of documentary credits. It is 
designed to be the on-line fast track to proficiency in documentary credit 
work. Knowledge and skills that have traditionally taken years of 
experience to acquire can now be attained in a matter of weeks.

The course content was approved by Gary Collyer, Chair of the UCP 600 
Drafting Group and Senior Technical Adviser to the ICC Banking 
Commission.
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